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Abstract 
Let k be a field. An irreducible F E k[X, Y] is called a polynomial curve if the plane curve 
that it determines is rational and has one rational place at infinity. In characteristic zero, it is 
well-known that those F which satisfy 
F - Iz is a polynomial curve for injnitely many 1 E k 
are precisely the variables of k[X, Y]. This paper gives an analogous characterization in positive 
characteristic. 
1991 Math. Subj. class.: Primary: 13F20 
0. Introduction 
Let k be any field and let X, Y be indeterminates over k. 
Given F E k[X, Y] we are interested in the properties of the “level curves” F - 2. E 
E[X, Y], where E is the algebraic closure of k and 1 E E. It is known that if F - AJ is 
a polynomial curve for some ,I0 E E then, for general il E k, F - 1 has one place at 
infinity (see 1.2) but need not be a polynomial curve 2 . Thus it is natural to ask which 
F E k[X, Y] are generally polynomial curves: 
Definition. An element F of k[X, Y] is generally a polynomial curve if F - 1 E &X, Y] 
is a polynomial curve, for general I E E. 
The answer is well-known in characteristic zero: F E k[X, Y] is generally a polyno- 
mial curve if and only if F is a variable of k[X, Y] (which means that k[X, Y] = k[F, G] 
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for some G). Indeed, if F is generally a polynomial curve then the characteristic zero 
Bertini theorem implies that F - 1 is a nonsingular polynomial curve (for general A), 
hence a line, so F is a variable by the Epimorphism Theorem (see [ 1, 2, 71). 
The aim of this paper is to prove a similar result in positive characteristic. This will 
require the notion of a p-generator, which was studied in [3]. We recall the definition. 
(The symbol k[“] denotes the polynomial algebra in n variables over k and kc”) is the 
field of fractions of kc”‘). 
Definition. Suppose that the characteristic of k is p > 0 and let R = kL2’. An element 
u of R is called a p-generator (of R) if there exist v E R and n > 0 such that 
k[u, v] > RP' . 
Theorem. Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0, let R = kL2] and let z be an 
indeterminate over R. For an element u of R, the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) u is a p-generator of R which does not belong to k[RP]; 
(2) u - 3, E k @ R is a polynomial curve, for all I E k; 
(3) u - 3, E k ~8 R is a polynomial curve, for infinitely many 1 E E; 
(4) u - T E k(z) @JR is a polynomial curve; 
(5) ZJ - z E E(T)p-m @ R is a polynomial curve. 
(6) u - z E k(z)P-== @ R is a polynomial curve. 
In this statement, and throughout this paper, if K is any field then K denotes the 
algebraic closure of K and Kpmrn the perfect closure of K (i.e., Kp-” is the set of 
all elements of K which are purely inseparable over K). 
We note that the nonsingular case of this question was answered by Proposition 3.14 
of [5]. That result says, essentially, that if k is algebraically closed and R/uR = k[‘] then 
the first three conditions of our theorem are equivalent and, if they hold, Rd’[u] = kr2] 
for n > 0. We point out that the last condition, RP”[u] = kc2] for n > 0, holds only 
in the nonsingular case. 
It should be noted that, once the theorem is established, most results of [3] can 
be recovered as its corollaries. However, because some of those results are required 
for proving this theorem, their original proofs are not rendered obsolete by this 
paper. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this section, k is an arbitrary field and R = k12’. 
If A is a ring (i.e., a commutative ring with a unity) then A* is its set of units; 
given a E A, A, denotes the localization of A with respect to the multiplicative set 
11 , a, a2,. . .}; if A is an integral domain then qt A is its field of fractions. A coordinate 
system of R = kL2’ 1s an ordered pair (X, Y) E R x R such that R = k[X, Y]. The symbol 
@I means tensor product over k. 
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Recall the following usage of terminology: We say that u E R has one place at 
injinity if u is an irreducible element of R and only one valuation ring 0 of qt (R/uR) 
over k fails to contain R/uR. Suppose this is the case. Then the residue field K of 0 is 
a finite extension of k; the place at infinity is called rational (resp. purely inseparable) 
if K = k (resp. K/k is purely inseparable). For the basic properties of curves with one 
rational place at infinity, see for instance Section 11 of [l]. 
We say that u E R is a polynomial curve if the following equivalent conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) u E R has one rational place at infinity and the k-curve determined by u is 
rational; 
(ii) u E R has one rational place at infinity and the k-curve determined by u has 
genus zero. 
Moreover, if R = k[X, Y] and T is an indeterminate then the above two conditions are 
equivalent to: 
(iii) u is irreducible in R and 3x, y E k[T] satisfying u(x, y) = 0 and k(x, y) = k(T); 
(iv) u is irreducible in R and 3x, y E k[T] satisfying u(x, y) = 0, degrx = deg, u 
and deg, y = deg, u. (The degree of the zero polynomial is defined to be 
zero.) 
Remark. Having one place at infinity is a property of the pair (u, R) (or of the quotient 
RJuR). This is why we insist on writing: “u E R ” has one place at infinity. The same 
remark applies to the property of being a polynomial curve. 
We now state some facts that are needed for proving the theorem. The first one is 
elementary and well-known: 
1.1. rf u - 20 E KO @R has one rational place at injinity, for some extension Ko/k 
and some A0 E Ko, then u - i is irreducible in K @ R, for every extension K/k and 
every i E K. 
The following statement is made from parts of results 1.3 and 1.4 of [6]: 
1.2 (Ganong). If u E R has one rational place at infinity then 
(1) u - r E k(z) @ R has one purely inseparable place at injinity, where z is an 
indeterminate; 
(2) u - A E k 63 R has one place at injnity, for general A E i;. 
From now on, k has characteristic p > 0. 
Statement 1.3 is trivial; the reader can verity 1.4 and 1.5 as an exercise, or consult 
2.2 and 2.3 of [3]. 
1.3. If u is a p-generator of R then so is u - 1, for all A E k 
1.4. Zf u is a p-generator of R and is irreducible, then u has one purely inseparable 
place at infinity. If; in addition, k is perfect, then u E R is a polynomial curve. 
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1.5. Every p-generator of R factors as awr’, where a E k’, s 2 0 is an integer 
and w is an irreducible p-generator of R. In particular, every p-generator of R which 
does not belong to k[RP] is irreducible. 
See [3] for the proof of: 
1.6 (Extension Lemma). For u E R, the following are equivalent: 
( 1) u is a p-generator of R ; 
(2) for all field extensions K/k, u is a p-generator of K @R; 
(3) for some field extension K/k, u is a p-generator of K @ R. 
The following is closely related to 3.2 of [3]: 
1.7. suppose that u E R satisfies 
(1) u - r E k(z) 63 R has one purely inseparable place at infinity, where z is an 
indeterminate; and 
(2) there exist cp E qtR and n > 0 such that k(u, cp) > RPn. 
Then u is a p-generator of R. 
Proof. Consider the integer s 2 0 such that u E Rs\R,+l, where we define R, = k[Rd]. 
Since the k(r)-algebra (k(z) 159 R)/(u - T) h as one purely inseparable place at infinity 
by assumption (l), and since (k(z) @ R,)/(u - ) . z ts a sub-algebra of it, we see that 
u - r E k(z) @ R, has one purely inseparable place at infinity. 
On the other hand, if cp and n are as in the statement hen 
k(u, cpps) > R?“, where cpd E qtlr’, . 
We remark that if the result 1.7 is true whenever u $ k[RP], then we may conclude 
that u is a p-generator of R,, hence also of R. 
So we may assume that u @ k[RP]. It easily follows that u - T E k(z)P-” ~3 R 
has one rational place at infinity, so u - z E k(r)P-OO @R has the same property and 
consequently 
u - r E k(r) @R has one purely inseparable place at infinity. 
We obviously have k(u, cp) 2(k @ R)J” for any cp and n as in the statement. Since, in 
view of the Extension Lemma, it suffices to show that u is a p-generator of k 18 R, we 
may also assume that k = k. 
Summing-up, we have k = k and the following hold: 
(a) u - A is irreducible in R, for all A E k; 
(b) u - z E k(r) @ R has one purely inseparable place at infinity; 
(c) there exist cp E qtR and n 2 0 such that k(u, cp) > RP’. 
Indeed, (b) and (c) are true by assumption, and (a) follows from 1.1 together with the 
fact that u - z E k(t)P-- @ R has one rational place at infinity, 
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We will now apply Proposition 3.2 of [3] (and its proof) to this situation. Note that 
all hypotheses of that proposition are satisfied here, except possibly the requirement that 
u has one place at infinity. But, in the proof of the cited proposition, that requirement is 
used only to establish conditions (17) and (18). Now these two conditions are satisfied 
here, because they exactly correspond to (a) and (b), above. So we conclude that u is 
a p-generator of R. 0 
2. Proof of the theorem 
Throughout this section, k is an arbitrary field of characteristic p > 0 and R = kC2]. 
(1) implies all other conditions: Let K be any perfect field which contains k and 
let A E K. If (1) holds then u is a p-generator of K ~3 R by the Extension Lemma, so 
u - A is a p-generator of K ~3 R by 1.3. Since u $Z k[RJ’] and 1.5 imply that u - A is 
irreducible in K @ R, 1.4 shows that u - A. E K @ R is a polynomial curve. Hence (1) 
implies (2)-(6). 
For convenience, we will always assume that u satisfies at least one of the six 
conditions (l)-(6). Then, by 1.1, u - /I is irreducible in K @ R, for every extension 
KJk and every 3, E K. 
Equivalence of (3) and (4): Choose a coordinate system (X, Y) of R and let m = 
deg, u and n = deg, U. Note that if n = 0 then u E k[X] (and is irreducible in k[X], 
by the preceding paragraph), so u is a variable of R and both (3) and (4) hold. Hence 
we may assume that n > 0 and, similarly, that m > 0. 
Given any overfield K of k, we construct a scheme 9~ over K whose K-rational 
points can be interpreted as pairs (x, y) E K[T] x K[T] satisfying deg, x = n, deg, y = 
m and deg, u(x, y) = 0. 
Let T,& ,..., X,, Ys ,..., Y, be indeterminates over k and define elements ai of 
k[Xo,. . . ,x,, Yo,. . , Yml by 
kXiTn-‘,k yiTmei = C aiT’ 
i=o i=O i>O 
If K is an overfield of k then define 
AK =&-G, . . . ,x,, Yo, . . . , Yml, 
ZK = ideal of AK generated by {Ui 1 i > 0}, 
PK = SPec @K/~K)xc,~o) 
and let $K : 9~ + A; be the K-morphism determined by the composition K[T] --f 
AK + AK/IK --+ (AK/IK)x~Y~, where the leftmost arrow is the K-homomorphism which 
maps the indeterminate T to as, the next one is the canonical epimorphism and the 
last one is the localization homomorphism. 
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We identify the K-rational points of the affine line A; with the elements of K 
and, since 9~ is a subscheme of Spec& = Ag+n+2, the K-rational points of 9~ 
correspond to certain elements of K m+nf2 Hence, for each 1 E K, the following are . 
equivalent: 
(i) The fibre &‘(A) has a K-rational point; 
(ii) 3(x0,. . . ,xn, ~0,. . . , ym) E Km+“+’ such that u (CxiTn--i, C yiTm-‘) = A and 
XOYO # 0; 
(iii) u - il E K @R is a polynomial curve. 
Let K be the algebraic closure of k(r). 
If (3) holds then the image of tjK is an infinite set; since it is also a constructible 
subset of Ai, its complement must be finite. Thus rPN E irn$K for some N 2 0; 
since K is algebraically closed, r,&‘(rp”) must therefore contain a K-rational point 
(x0,. . . ,x,, yo, _ . . , y,), and that point satisfies u(C xiTflei, C yirm-‘) = rfl. NOW, if 
0 is any k-automorphism of K satisfying B(rpN) = z, we have 
l4 (C e(Xi)T”-‘, C B(yi)T”-‘) = 7, 
which shows that (4) holds. 
Conversely, suppose that (4) holds. We have a commutative square 
because $K can be obtained from +i by extension of scalars. Now (4) implies that 
r f im $K, and consequently CL(Z) E im &. But a(t) is the generic point of A$, so $r; 
is dominant and (3) holds. Hence (3) and (4) are equivalent. 
(4) implies (5): Suppose that (4) holds. We claim that u - r E k(r) @R has one 
purely inseparable place at infinity. Indeed, (3) holds as well so there exists ;1 E k such 
that u - 1 E k @R is a polynomial curve; by 1.2, it follows that u - A- z E k(r) @R 
has one purely inseparable place at infinity. The k-automorphism of k(r) defined by 
z H r - 1 extends to a ring automorphism of k(r) 69 R which maps u - 1- r to u - r. 
Hence u - r E k(r) @R has one purely inseparable place at infinity. 
It follows that u - r E k(r)P-OO @ R has one rational place at infinity. Note that 
u - r has the same geometric genus whether we view it as a curve over k(r)pem or 
over k(r), because k(r) is separable over k(r)pmm (we thank S.B. Mulay for pointing 
this out to us; see for instance Theorem 2, on p. 132 of [4]). We conclude that 
U - r E k(r)p-m @ R has genus zero and hence that (5) holds. 
(5) implies (1): Suppose that (5) is satisfied. By the Extension Lemma, it suffices to 
show that u is a p-generator of k @ R, so we may assume that k = k. In other words, 
our hypothesis (5) becomes: 
Condition (6) holds and k = k. 
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For later use, we note that 
(a) u - r E k(z) @R has one purely inseparable place at infinity, 
since u - r E k(r)p-” @R has one rational place at infinity. 
If we define L, = k(/ ), th en we may choose an n > 0 so that u - r E L, @ R 
is a polynomial curve. Thus u - r E L, @ R defines a rational curve over L,, i.e., 
the field of fractions of (L, @ R)/(u - z) is equal to L,(p), for some cp. Choose a 
coordinate system (X, Y) for R. Observing that the L,-algebra (L, @ R)/(u - 5) can be 
identified with the k(u Pmn)-algebra k(uP-‘)[R], we conclude that the field of fractions 
k(&,X, Y) of k(uP-‘)[R] satisfies 
k(&” ,X, Y) = k(& , q), for some cp E k(XP-‘, Yp-“). 
Hence RP” C k(uP-’ , q)f = k(u, qJ”)), i.e., 
(b) R> c k(u, cp’), for some cp’ E qt R. 
By conditions (a) and (b), together with 1.7, we conclude that u is a p-generator of 
R, which completes the proof that (5) implies (1). 
Hence conditions (lH.5) are equivalent. Since (1) implies (6) and, clearly, (6) 
implies (.5), the proof of the theorem is complete. 
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